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1. Introduction 

The Cumulocity Connector App is in terms of Internet of Things (IoT) a device agent, since it 

is connecting PLCnext devices produced by Phoenix Contact with the Cumulocity IoT plat-

form which is a product from Software AG. Therefore, on the one hand the App will com-

municate over the device specific protocol with the PLCnext device and on the other hand 

the App will forward and fetch data over HTTPS with Cumulocity. For exchanging data with 

Cumulocity the Cumulocity data model must be used and therefore, the App will transform 

the device specific data. 
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 Feature Set 

The Cumulocity IoT platform has a lot of different device features out of the box. Some of 

them are also depending on the communication protocol used for device integration. The 

current feature set supported by the Cumulocity Connector App are: 

 

 Alarms 

 Events 

 Location & Tracking 

 Measurements 

 Restart 

 Service Monitoring 

 

 

 Requirements 

To start with the installation of the Cumulocity Connector App and performing the device 

registration, following tools are required: 

 

 Cumulocity Connector App 

 Phoenix Contact PLCnext Device 

 Web Browser 

 SFTP Client 

 Cumulocity IoT Platform 
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2. Cumulocity Connector App Installation 

This chapter describes how the Cumulocity Connector App is installed on the PLCnext de-

vice. For that the Web-based Management (WBM) of PLCnext devices is used in which static 

and dynamic device information ca be accessed and certain device settings can be modi-

fied which also includes installing, uninstalling, starting and stopping apps. The WBM can 

be opened if a proper Ethernet connection to the PLCnext device has been established. For 

more information on establishing a connection to WBM, please look at the official WBM 

documentation by Phoenix Contact: https://www.plcnext.help/te/WBM/WBM.htm 

 App Installation Steps 

 Start your PLCnext device 

 Connect the PLCnext device via Ethernet with your laptop/pc 

 Open the web browser of your choice and enter the PLCnext device URL 

https://IP.address.of.controller (e.g. https://192.168.10.1/). 

 Login to WBM 

 Enter your username in the “Username” input field 

 Enter your password in the “Password” input field 

 To open WBM, click on the “Login” button 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.plcnext.help/te/WBM/WBM.htm
https://192.168.10.1/
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 On the Administration panel select the “PLCnext Apps” tab 

 

 Click on the “Install App” button 

 

 In the file explorer that opens, select CumulocityConnector.app 
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 Click on the “Open” button 

 Wait until the installation is completed 

 Start the app by pressing the “Start” button 

 

Note: We need to start the app now, so we can access the config templates. After proper 

configuration, the app must be restarted. 

 App Configuration Files 

The Cumulocity Connector App configuration files application.properties and logback.xml 

must be placed in the proper directory of the PLCnext device:   

 Connect to your PLCnext device with SFTP client (e.g. WinSCP) 

 On the PLCnext device move to folder “/opt/plcnext/appshome/data/” and create 

here a folder with name “60002172000519” if it does not already exist (from here 

the app will load all configurations at startup) 

 Copy the application.properties and logback.xml contained in the 

“/opt/plcnext/apps/60002172000519/config-templates” folder into 

“/opt/plcnext/appshome/data/60002172000519” 

 Modify the config files in the “/opt/plcnext/appshome/data/60002172000519” direc-

tory so that at least all mandatory fields are set 
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There is no need in modifying the logback.xml file since it holds the default logging configu-

ration. In contrast to that, the application.properties file must be adapted. The most critical 

configuration must be done in line 4, 20, 22, 31, 32 and 35. All configuration fields are docu-

mented in the properties file itself, so please have a look: 
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After a proper configuration has been set, re-start the App in the WBM by pressing the stop 

button, wait, and then pressing the start button again. The App status RUN is then indi-

cated in the column App Status. 

 

Note:  Make sure that your PLCnext device has proper network configuration so it can 

reach the Cumulocity IoT platform configured in line 4 of the application.properties file. If 

you do not have a Cumulocity IoT platform yet, you can sign up for a free trial as described 

in the next chapter. 
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3. Cumulocity IoT Device Registration 

This chapter contains a guide on how to create a free Cumulocity IoT trial which should be 

done if you do not have a Cumulocity IoT platform yet. After that the device registration 

process is shown for integrating the PLCnext device on the platform. 

 Free Trial Setup (optional) 

 Start free Cumulocity IoT trial on Software AG page: https://signup.soft-

wareag.cloud/#/?product=cumulocity  

 Complete this form 

 

 Wait a few minutes after the registration, open your email account and look for 

an email with the subject “Welcome to Cumulocity IoT”. Open it and click “Login 

to Cumulocity IoT”. 

https://signup.softwareag.cloud/#/?product=cumulocity
https://signup.softwareag.cloud/#/?product=cumulocity
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 Upon successful login you should be redirected to the Cumulocity Cockpit. 

 

Now you are ready to integrate a PLCnext device which has a running Cumuloicty Con-

nector App with proper configuration. 
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 Device Registration 

Registration of PLCnext device on Cumulocity IoT: 

 Find the “Application switcher” in the top-right corner of the Cumulocity dash-

board and go to “Device management”. 

 

 Then expand the “Devices” tab in the left-hand menu, go to “Registration” 

and click “Register device”. 

 

Device registration steps: 

 Step 1: Choose ”General device registration” 
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 Step 2: In the Device ID  field enter the device identifier configured in line 22 of 

the application.properties. 

 Step 3: Click “Next” to register the device 

 

 Step 4: Click “Complete” to finish the registration. 
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Cumulocity IoT is now waiting for the device to be start communication. 

 

Since we already have the Cumulocity Connector App running, a pending device ac-

ceptance should be displayed soon.  

 

Click on the “Accept” button and the status of the device will change to “accepted”. 
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Now the PLCnext device was successfully registered. Click on the “All devices” tab under 

“Devices” on the right side of the page. A new device with the name configured in line 20 of 

the application.properties is shown. 
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4. Cumulocity IoT Device Management 

This chapter describes the device management features available on the Cumulocity IoT 

platform for the PLCnext device. 

 Info 

In the info section all relevant device information is visible. The connection status of the de-

vice as well as device specific hardware information can be seen if these have been config-

ured in the application.properties. 
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 Measurements 

Looking at the device in Cumulocity IoT for the first time, the measurements section is not 

visible due to the fact that there are no measurements created per default for the device. 

Specific signals of interest can be set in the configuration section and then if a measure-

ment should be created for a signal it would be visible here. 

 

 Alarms 

In the alarms section all currently active alarms are shown. There is one alarm of type 

“c8y_UnavailabilityAlarm” which will be automatically created by Cumulocity IoT if the con-

nection to the PLCnext device (Cumulocity Connector App) is interrupted, so that no data 

was exchanged in the minimum required time interval. 
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In case that the Cumulocity IoT connection is fine but the Cumulocity Connector App is dis-

connected to the PLCnext device a specific alarm of type “DisconnectedPLC” is created. It is 

automatically cleared if connection is established again. 

 

Alarms List 

Text Type Description 

No data received from device 

within required interval. 

c8y_UnavailabilityAlarm Created if connection between Cumu-

locity IoT and Cumulocity Connector 

App is interrupted. 

Connection to PLC interrup-

ted 

DisconnectedPLC Created if connection between Cumu-

locity Connector App and PLCnext de-

vice is interrupted. 

 

 Configuration 

In the configuration section a specific JSON text configuration can be submitted which con-

tains all PLCnext signals which should be transformed and send to Cumulocity IoT. The de-

fault configuration holds a configuration with an empty mapping list. 
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In this list a mapping holds the PLCnext signal of interest defined by the GDS port and the 

mapping rule(s) on how to transfer this signal to Cumulocity IoT. Here is an example config-

uration with all three different mappings: 
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Modify the configuration according to your preferences and click the „Send the configura-

tion to device“ button. If the JSON syntax is valid and all mandatory fields are present, the 

configuration will be enabled, highlighted by a configuration update operation which has a 

successful state. If the JSON configuration is not correct or there was a configuration up-

date issue the configuration update operation will fail. 

The different elements of the JSON configuration are explained in more details in the fol-

lowing: 

 

 

{ 

    "mappings": [ 

        { 

            "port": "Arp.Plc.Eclr/SomeCounter", 

            "eventMapping": { 

                "type": "CounterEvent", 

                "text": "Counter value: ${value}, read at: ${time}" 

            }, 

            "overiddenSamplingRate": 60000 

        }, 

        { 

            "port": "Arp.Plc.Eclr/CpuTempCritical", 

            "alarmMapping": { 

                "text": "CPU temperature ciritcal", 

                "type": "CPUTemp", 

                "severity": "CRITICAL" 

            } 

        }, 

        { 

            "port": "Arp.Plc.Eclr/CpuLoadCore1", 

            "measurementMapping": { 

                "unit": "%", 

                "type": "CPULoad", 

                "fragmentName": "sok_CPULoad", 

                "series": "Core1" 

            }, 

            "overiddenSamplingRate": 15000 

        } 

    ], 

    "samplingRate": 10000 

} 
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Configuration Stucture 

Field Type Mandatory Description 

mappings array of 

signal 

mappings 

yes Holds the signals that should be sampled as well as 

the transformation rules on how the signals should 

be presented in Cumulocity. 

samplingRate integer yes Global rate in which the signals should be sampled. 

 
 

Signal Mapping Structure 

Field Type Mandatory Description 

port string yes Defines the signal of interest identi-

fied by the PLCnext GDS port name. 

eventMapping event mapping no Defines how the signal should be 

mapped to a Cumulocity event. 

alarmMapping alarm mapping no Defines how the signal should be 

mapped to a Cumulocity alarm. 

measurementMapping measurement 

mapping 

no Defines how the signal should be 

mapped to a Cumulocity measure-

ment. 

overiddenSampilngRate integer no Specific rate in which the signal of 

the signal mapping should be sam-

pled. 

Note: At least one mapping (event, alarm or measurement) should be present. 

 
 

Event Mapping Structure 

Field Type Mandatory Description 

type string yes Holds the Cumulocity event type. 

text string yes Holds the Cumulocity event text. The 

placeholder ${value} can be used to 

insert the value of the signal and the 

placeholder ${time} can be used to 

insert the reading time. 

staticFragments array of strings no Static fragments which should be 

added to the Cumulocity event. 

Note: Event mappings are possible for numeric, text and boolean signals. 
 
 

Alarm Mapping Structure 

Field Type Mandatory Description 

type string yes Holds the Cumulocity alarm type. 

text string yes Holds the Cumulocity alarm text. 

severity string yes Holds the Cumulocity alarm severity 

(CRITICAL, MAJOR, MINOR or WARN-

ING) 
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staticFragments array of strings no Static fragments which should be 

added to the Cumulocity alarm. 

Note: Alarm mappings are possible for boolean and numeric signals. For numeric values 

the alarm will be active for values > 0 and inactive for values <= 0. 

 

 

Measurement Mapping Structure 

Field Type Mandatory Description 

type string yes Holds the Cumulocity measurement 

type. 

series string yes Holds the Cumulocity measurement 

series. 

unit string no Holds the Cumulocity measurement 

unit. 

fragmentName string yes Holds the Cumulocity fragment 

name. 

staticFragments array of strings no Static fragments which should be 

added to the Cumulocity measure-

ment. 

Note: Measurement mappings are only possible for numeric signals. 

 

 Control 

In the control section all operations related to the device are shown. There are currently 

two supported operations: configuration update and device restart. The device restart can 

be triggered by clicking on “Restart device” under “More”. 
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 Events 

In the event section all device related events are shown. Per default there is only one event 

created when the Cumulocity Connector App has successfully connected to the PLCnext de-

vice. 

 
 

Events List: 

Text Type Description 

Connection to PLC was suc-

cessfully established 

ConnectedPLC This event is created when the Cumulocity Con-

nector App connects successfully to the 

PLCnext device - either first time or due to a re-

connect. 

 

 Location 

In the location section the geographically location of the device can be seen which was ini-

tially configured at the application.properties. By using the “Edit location” button the device 

location can be updated. 
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 Service Monitoring 

The service monitoring section visualizes the device availability in pie charts for the last 24 

hours, last 7 days and last 30 days. 
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 Identity 

In the identity section all external identifiers can be seen. Per default one external identifier 

is attached to the device with type “c8y_Serial” and value of the device identifier configured 

in the application.properties. 
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5. Troubleshooting 

 

 SDKException: Http status code: 401 

This error can appear if the provided “C8Y.baseURL” configuration in the application.prop-

erties file is incorrect. 

Additionally, it could also happen that the Cumulocity device credentials for the App are re-

moved from the platform. If this is the case the “database.db” file on the PLCnext device in 

folder “/opt/plcnext/appshome/data/60002172000519” must be deleted, the App must be 

restarted and a new device registration must be done.

 

 UnknownHostException 

This error indicates that the PLCnext device is not able to resolve the DNS name of the Cu-

mulocity platform. Check the network configuration of the PLCnext device and try to ping 

the platform after re-configuration. In case of a cloud-based Cumulocity platform a proper 

internet connection must be available. 
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 SokPlcConnectionException: Error connecting to PLC 

This problem could occur if the device RSC connection settings are wrong. Please re-check 

these config parameters: 

 

 sok.phc.plc.username 

 sok.phc.plc.password 

 sok.phx.plc.ip 

 sok.phx.plc.port 

 

 CommonRemotingFatalException: Communication error - no data from 

server 

This problem can occur if the RSC encryption setting “sok.phx.plc.encrypted” is not match-

ing the device configuration, so re-check this config parameter. 
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